AKVIS NATUREART 9.0: BREATHTAKING NATURE EFFECTS FOR YOUR PHOTOS!
Now with Support for Ultra HD
April 18, 2017 — AKVIS announces the release of NatureArt 9.0 for Windows and Macintosh.
The new version provides better display capabilities by implementing a new interface with
support for 4k & 5k displays. Additionally, the program offers full compatibility with Photoshop
CC 2017.
AKVIS NatureArt is exceptional software for imitating natural phenomena on digital photos.
You can dramatically affect the scene's mood using ten realistic nature effects: Rain, Sun,
Water, Lightning, Clouds, Frost, Rainbow, Aurora, Fire, and Ice. Give your images a
romantic appearance by putting the shining sun or a magnificent rainbow; make the whole
landscape look fresh and glistening by adding rain; or give it a mystical otherworldly vibe
using colorful lightnings and fascinating northern lights!
The program allows applying predefined settings in built-in presets, so that even beginners
can quickly achieve impressive results.
Version 9.0 offers the modernized interface with support for Ultra HD displays. Additionally,
the new version provides enhanced compatibility with Photoshop CC 2017. Jazz up your
photos with dramatic natural phenomena effects!
In Version 9.0:
 Support for Ultra HD Displays
The user interface has been given a completely new look. The texts and new vector
based icons now scale correctly on 4K and 5K screens.
 Full Compatibility with CC 2017
The plugin version is fully compatible with Photoshop CC 2017. It automatically appears
in the Filter menu after installing the program.
 And other changes.
Download AKVIS NatureArt 9.0. For a free trial, AKVIS offers 10 days of fully functional use.
The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.7-10.12; both
32- and 64-bit operating systems. The product is available as a standalone application and as
a plugin filter for image editors.
AKVIS NatureArt Home license sells for $ 72, Deluxe license for $ 106, Business license for
$ 189. One license key allows activating and using the software on two computers. Visit
akvis.com for more details.
It is a free upgrade for recent buyers as well for those who bought 1 Year of Updates during
the last 12 months! Users, whose license is not valid for the new version, can get NatureArt
9.0 for only $14.95.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of video and image processing software. Since
the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: standalone
applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.
About the Program: akvis.com/en/natureart/index.php
Screenshot: akvis.com/en/natureart/screenshots-nature-effects.php
Download: akvis.com/en/natureart/download-nature-effects.php
Tutorial: akvis.com/en/natureart-tutorial/index.php
Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php
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